In order to assess and improve the short-range tropical precipitation forecasts, an adaptive use of TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) rainfall via a physical initialization (PI) technique is explored. An EOF-based perturbation method is first employed to generate 25 initial ensemble members. From these initial ensemble analyses, twelve-hour forecasts are performed. Predicted 12-hour accumulated rainfall fields are then used to find sensitive (adaptive) regions, owing to initial condition uncertainties in terms of the rainfall forecast error variance. To shorten the computing time, the 14-level Florida State University Global Spectral Model at a resolution of T106 (FSUGSM T106L14) is employed in the above procedure. Next, based on a map of the rainfall forecast error variance, higher resolution T170 experiments are carried out from the adaptively initialized states. The rainfall forecast skill of the adaptive PI experiments is compared to that of the normal mode initialization (NMI), and the regular PI experiments. In the regular PI, it is performed over the whole tropics.
Introduction
With the recent aid of satellite weather observing technologies, our power of viewing and understanding tropical rainfall systems has been increasingly improved. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) observatory, launched in November 1997, is said to be the highlight in the field of rainfall measurements among the series of satellite observation systems. A global eye on tropical rainfall has opened the way for the development of several meteorological objectives, such as a better understanding of the global energy budget, hydrological cycle and global circulations. It is believed that the TRMM satellite provides more accurate observational measures of spatiotemporal coverages, and intensities of precipitation over the tropics.
In the numerical weather prediction (NWP) society, many researchers have been working on a challenging issue; how to incorporate satellitebased rainfall rates into the numerical model in order to improve model initial states and forecasts. Several approaches have been utilized in this area. Among them, two promising approaches are the physical initialization (PI), and four-dimensional variational (4D-VAR) data assimilation methods. The PI, first proposed by Krishnamurti et al. (1984) , assim-ilates satellite-based measures of rain rates into an atmospheric forecast model through a number of reverse physical algorithms, and Newtonian relaxation (Krishnamurti et al. 1991) . With its sound mathematical background in minimizing the distance between modelpredicted and observed rainfall, the 4D-VAR method has also become popular in assimilating rainfall (e.g., Zou and Kuo 1996) .
In addition to the aforementioned assimilation approach, ensemble techniques and adaptive observations have also been shown to help one recognize the effects of initial condition uncertainties. An ensemble forecast can be performed by integrating an NWP model from slightly different initial conditions. By using an ensemble forecasting system (e.g., Zhang and Krishnamurti 1997) , initial uncertainties might be well identified with the proper initial perturbations. In addition, it has been shown that supplementary observations over special meteorological events can improve numerical forecast skills (e.g., Lorenz and Emanuel 1998) . These adaptively enhanced initial conditions can also reduce analysis errors. Moreover, there have been several proposals which suggest that ensemble techniques can be used to identify the sensitive (adaptive) regions, where more observational information is needed to reduce the initial analysis errors (Bishop and Toth 1996; Palmer et al. 1998 ). The positive impacts on NWP skills have been shown through a joint use of an ensemble prediction system, and adaptive observations (Zhang and Krishnamurti 1998) .
Accordingly, the problem of initial condition uncertainty can be efficiently minimized by the combination of the above three approaches: initialization, ensemble forecasting and adaptive observations. One way to combine them is as follows. First, areas sensitive to different initial states are identified by an ensemble forecast technique. Then, supplementary observations from any source over the adaptive (sensitive) regions are assimilated into the initial states. This combination idea is a cornerstone of this study.
Based on the above general combination, the precipitation forecast skill, which is commonly regarded as the weakest point in all NWP models, will be explored. Under the perfect model assumption, the improvement of rainfall prediction should be obtained from the enhancement of initial conditions. The perfect model approach to ensemble forecasting has long been employed at both the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP; Toth and Kalnay 1993) , and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Palmer et al. 1992) . How much improvement can be achieved only by reducing the initial state uncertainties? This question must be answered somehow in the precipitation forecast. In this study, we propose a possible use of TRMM rainfall as supplementary observation over adaptive regions, in order to remedy the initial state uncertainties for the rainfall forecast over the tropics. This approach involves the ensemble forecast technique, and the PI procedure.
The paper has the following structure. The ensemble technique used here is presented in section 2. After briefly describing the PI procedure (section 3) and the estimation of observed rain rates (section 4), the methodology of adaptive use of TRMM rainfall is discussed in section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the results of the numerical experiments performed in this study. The concluding remarks are in section 7.
Ensemble technique
Owing to the initial condition uncertainties, ensemble forecast techniques have been in the spotlight of NWP during the past decade. The basic idea of an ensemble forecast can be described as follows. Because of the inevitable initial analysis errors, a set of ensemble members, which have slightly different initial states of the atmosphere, might help to reduce the impact of the initial condition uncertainty on the final forecast. Therefore, a successful ensemble forecast depends chiefly on a set of initial conditions that are slightly different from the original analysis and properly represent the initial condition uncertainty.
There are several methods for generating initial ensemble perturbations, such as the singular vector method (Palmer et al. 1992) , the breeding of growing vectors method (Toth and Kalnay 1993) and the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) based perturbation method (Zhang and Krishnamurti 1997) . In the present study, the EOF-based perturbation method is employed to generate initial ensemble members. This is because the mechanism of perturbation growth rates, or fast growing modes, may be determined by model physical processes over the tropics, unlike over the midlatitudes where the growth rates are mainly caused by dynamical instability. Tropical disturbance growth occurs via a number of instability mechanisms. Nitta and Yanai (1969) have addressed horizontal shear flow instabilities for the growth of equatorial waves in the Pacific Ocean. Moorthi and Arakawa (1985) have pointed out the combined instabilities arising from the effects of vertical shear and convection for the growth of monsoon depressions. The combined barotropicbaroclinic instabilities have been emphasized by Rennick (1976) for the growth of African waves. Given a high-resolution global model, with an improved data assimilation component and adequate data coverage and physical initialization, we can expect the nonlinear model itself to sort out the growing modes in a realistic 3-dimensional environment. Our control runs, where the ensemble perturbations are generated, contain the effects of horizontal and vertical shear, and of the parameterized convection; thus we feel that the use of the perturbation growth procedure adopted in our study would be useful in resolving the disturbance growth.
The procedure for the EOF-based perturbation method can be summarized as follows; First, add random perturbations with magnitudes comparable to observational errors to the control analysis. Then the model is integrated with its full physics for 36 hours (which we define as an optimal time), starting from the unperturbed (control) as well as the perturbed initial state. The results are stored every three hours. Upon subtracting the control forecast from the perturbed forecast at the corresponding times, a time series of difference fields is obtained at each transform grid point of the model. Finally, a three-dimensional EOF analysis is performed for the time series of difference fields over the entire tropics. The modes (eigenvectors) whose EOF coefficients increase rapidly with time are considered the fastest growing, and they are used for the definition of the initial perturbations for the ensemble forecasts. An ensemble of initial states is next generated by adding and subtracting these EOF perturbations to and from the control analysis.
Theoretically, this method can be applied to any physical field (wind, geopotential heights, temperature or humidity) over any domain (global or regional). Since the interest of this study lies only in the impact of ensemble prediction on tropical weather systems, we shall only apply this method over the tropics. It is generally agreed that unlike midlatitude disturbances, the wind field is more important than the geopotential height for large scale flow over the tropics. In order to reduce the computational requirements, only the wind and the temperature fields are subjected to an EOF analysis. Scalar EOF analysis is used for the temperature field, while a complex EOF technique is utilized on the wind field because it permits the depiction of phase changes (Legler 1983) .
Physical initialization
In order to try to correct the large errors in the initial humidity analysis, which result in poorly-located deep convection, large errors of moisture convergence, and ultimately erroneous specification of diabatic forcing, the physical initialization (PI) was first proposed by Krishnamurti et al. (1984) . The PI assimilates any type of observed measures of rain rates (e.g., land or satellite-based rain rates) into an atmospheric forecast model. The procedure allows the surface fluxes of moisture, the vertical distribution of the humidity variable, the mass divergence, the convective heating, the apparent moisture sink, and the surface pressure to experience a spin-up consistent with the model physics and imposed rain rates. This is accomplished through reverse physical algorithms within the assimilation mode.
The methodology of the PI involves a reverse similarity theory, a reverse cumulus parameterization, an outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) matching and a Newtonian relaxation of the model variables. The brief procedure of the PI is as follows: (1) the diagnostic calculations of surface fluxes are made; (2) the humidity analysis is made consistent with the surface fluxes and observed rainfall rates; and (3) the humidity analysis is made consistent with the net OLR above 500 hPa. In order to incorporate the above analyses into the model, a Newtonian relaxation (nudging) method is applied to a preintegration phase corresponding to day À1 to day 0. A schematic diagram of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1 . It should be noted here that the rain rates used in this study are the combined SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave/ Imager) and TMI (TRMM Microwave Imager) rain rates which will be briefly discussed in the next section.
Rainfall estimation
Tropical rainfall, one of the most crucial components of the global hydrological cycle, is least known and understood due to the limitation of measurements, as well as its high spatiotemporal variability. The accurate observational measures of tropical precipitation have long been regarded as a major concern in atmospheric sciences. It has been felt that they could only be made using space borne observing platforms. Hence there have been several rainfall estimate methods based on the satellite observation, such as the OLR and the SSM/I based estimates (Olson et al. 1990; Gairola and Krishnamurti 1992; Ferraro and Marks 1995) . It should be noted here that these satellite-based quantitative precipitation estimates disagree by as much as 100%, depending upon the scheme employed.
The pressing need for better tropical rainfall observations led to the mission TRMM. Equipped with state-of-the art technology, the TRMM satellite was launched in November 1997 to make rain measurements, with most possible accuracy. TRMM is a highly focused, limited objective mission aimed at measuring rainfall and energy (i.e., latent heat of condensation) exchange within tropical and subtropical regions. The primary rainfall instruments on TRMM are the TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI), the precipitation radar (PR) and the Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS). Additionally, the TRMM satellite carries two related Earth Observing System (EOS) instruments, the Clouds and Earth's Radiation Energy System (CERES), and the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS). The TRMM has a low altitude (350 km) orbit in order to produce high spatial resolution data. The low inclination (35 ) of the orbit permits documentation of the important diurnal rainfall cycle (Kishtawal and Krishnamurti 1998) .
In this study, we use the TRMM/TMI-derived rain rates as the observed, which we believe are the best estimate among the existing satelliteretrieved tropical precipitation algorithms. The TRMM 2A12 algorithm is a slightly modified GPROF (Goddard Profiling) algorithm applied to the TMI data. The GPROF SSM/I algorithm examines the vertical profiles of hydrometeors in liquid and frozen states. The algorithm utilizes the brightness temperatures at 19, 22, 37 and 85 GHz. This algorithm incorporates several empirically determined features based on the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble model. It can distinguish among several landscape categories (land, permanent ice, water, and coast). Moreover, a sophisticated radiative transfer algorithm is used to include the effects of absorptivity and emissivity. Further details can be found in Kummerow et al. (1996) . Since the TMI rainfall map still has gaps in the composite one day coverage of ascending and descending passes over the global tropics, the NESDIS (National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service) SSM/I rain rates (Ferraro and Marks 1995) are utilized to cover these gaps in the TMI precipitation map. These com- bined TMI, and SSM/I rain rates, are treated as our best guess in the tropical rainfall estimate for the present paper.
Adaptive strategy
Following the EOF-based method detailed previously, twenty-five ensemble members are constructed. Four different random perturbations are first added to a control analysis. Then, the first three EOF modes are chosen from each 36 hour model integration. Twenty-four initial states are obtained by adding/subtracting each of the first three EOF modes to/from the control analysis. The magnitudes of EOF modes are not scaled, since the first three EOF modes in this method explain most of the variability, and have comparable magnitudes. The control analysis is also one of the ensemble members, and thus 25 total initial states are obtained.
From these 25 initial states, 12-hour forecasts are carried out. This 12-hour integration time was chosen as an optimal time in the present study, because most of the salient rainfall variance takes place within the first 12 hours. In other words, preliminary experiments showed that no appreciable difference was observed in the locations of rainfall variance between hour 12 and hour 48. Next, 12-hour accumulated rainfall maps are produced for each member, from which the rainfall forecast error variances are calculated. Under the perfect model assumption, i.e., the control run is regarded as a true state, the precipitation forecast error variance can be defined as:
where R represents the 12-hour accumulated rainfall, and N is the total number of ensemble members (25). The superscript n represents each individual ensemble member, while t denotes the true state (the control run in this study). Using the above equation, the spatial representation of the 12-hour rainfall forecast error variance is constructed in terms of standard deviation over the global tropics (30 S to 30 N). Then, approximately five to ten rectangular areas are drawn to encompass rainfall standard deviations greater than 5.1 mm/12 hr, or 8.2 mm/12 hr. Within these regions, adaptive observations are needed. Thus, we will label them adaptive regions.
In order to reduce the impact of initial conditions uncertainty identified by the ensemble technique, the TRMM/TMI observations supplemented by SSM/I are assimilated into the model initial state via physical initialization (PI) only over the adaptive regions. This adaptively modified initial state will serve as our model input for the three-day forecast.
The summary of the strategy proposed here is shown in Fig. 2 . To lessen the computing time, the 14-level numerical model at a resolution of T106 (T106L14), is employed only for the mapping of rainfall forecast error variance. The T170L14 experiments are then carried out for the adaptive uses of the PI, and the 3-day forecast.
Numerical experiments and results
The numerical weather prediction (NWP) model used in the present study is the Florida State University Global Spectral Model (FSUGSM), which is based on the primitive equations of the atmosphere (a brief review is described in Krishnamurti et al. (1991) ). Two different horizontal resolution versions (T106 and T170), of the FSUGSM are employed in the numerical experiments of this paper, in order to make use of the computational resources efficiently.
The methodology of the adaptive PI presented in section 5 is applied to two cases in this paper. The first case will be investigated in detail, while the second case will be used to further substantiate the validity of the first case. In this study, we show the results from two cases of experiments, to present the idea for the adaptive PI. A more systematic study to examine its statistical significance is required in the future.
6.1 Dec. 9-Dec. 12, 1997 case Using the EOF-based perturbation method, twenty-five initial ensemble members are obtained for 12Z 9 December, 1997. Twelve-hour T106 forecasts are then performed from these 25 member initial states to produce the spatial distribution of the rainfall forecast error variance over the global tropics. Figure 3 shows the map of the forecast error variance in terms of standard deviation on 00Z 10 December, 1997. The areas in which the rainfall standard deviation exceeds 8.2 mm/12 hr and 5.1 mm/ 12 hr are indicated by a dark grey and light grey shading, respectively. Dashed boxes are drawn around regions characterized by the rainfall standard deviations roughly greater than 5.1 mm/12 hr, while solid boxes are drawn around the 8.2 mm/12 hr standard deviation regions. These boxed (adaptive) areas are regarded as regions where adaptive observations are needed to minimize the initial condition uncertainty. In this case, the biggest forecast error variance can be found over the central Pacific where there was a developing tropical storm.
The combined TRMM/TMI and SSM/I derived rainfall is next assimilated into the model initial state (12Z 9 December 1997) through the PI. A regular PI and two adaptive PIs are carried out using the FSUGSM T170L14 in the present case. The regular PI means that the PI uses the whole global rainfall data (30 S to 30 N). Meanwhile, the adaptive PI implies that the observed rainfall data are assimilated just over the adaptive regions (the boxed areas in Fig. 3 ). The observed, adaptive PI (> 8:2 mm/ 12 hr), adaptive PI (> 5:1 mm/12 hr), and regular PI rainfalls are displayed in Fig. 4 on panels (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. Units are given in mm/day. The rainfall distribution of the regular PI is best matched with that of the observed, whose correlation is 0.917 over the T170 tropical domain (i.e., 512 Â 86). For the adaptive PIs (panels (b) and (c)), those correlations are 0.657 and 0.479. However, it is clear from the figure that the observed rainfall is almost perfectly assimilated within the adaptive boxes. The rainfall outside the adaptive windows can be interpreted as semi-one-day predicted rainfalls, because no rainfall assimilation is applied over those regions.
Using the FSUGSM T170L14, three-day precipitation forecasts are then made from the regular physically initialized state, the two adaptively modified initial states and an initial state subjected to normal mode initialization (NMI; Kitade 1983 ). The rainfall prediction skill for the above four experiments is summarized in Fig. 5 in terms of correlation (using the Gaussian grid over the whole tropical domain for the calculations). The regular PI experiment exhibits the best skill up to day one. The adap- tive PI experiment does, however, give a slightly better skill for days 2 and 3. For day 3, both adaptive experiments show about 10% higher skill than the regular PI and about 13% higher than the NMI experiment. This result indicates that the upgraded initial information just over the adaptive regions may have a lagged positive influence on the rainfall forecast. This suggests that, with our present NWP model and the assimilation scheme, strong constraints given by the regular PI could distort the initial conditions in such a way that initial slight dynamical imbalance eventually grows outside the adaptive regions. It is interesting to point out that the same situation tends to occur in applying bogus data for hurricane forecasts. Namely, a use of hurricane bogus data is effective only for a short period of time, and forecasts are actually degraded for a longer period unless the data blend is done very carefully (personal communication). The phase shift errors of intense rainfall systems is one of the main reasons for the low predictability of precipitation (Shin and Krishnamurti 1999) . Following their work, a 2.5
area averaging is applied to the above predicted rainfall in order to reduce the phase errors. Approximately 40% higher correlations are obtained for days 1, 2, and 3 (Fig. 6) . The correlation of the three day forecast does reach more than 0.5 for the adaptive PI experiments. This result partially confirms the suggestion (by Shin and Krishnamurti 1999) that by going to a very high resolution model (e.g., 10 km) and averaging the results (e.g., 100 km), the phase shift errors (one of the main reasons for the low precipitation predictability) will be reduced, which results in the improvement of rainfall forecasts. Fig. 5 . Correlations of the observed versus predicted rainfall over the global tropics (30 S to 30 N) for days 0, 1, 2, and 3 of the forecasts. Forecasts start on 12Z December 9, 1997. In the legend, NMI, PI, ADAP8, and ADAP5 represent the normal mode initialization experiment, the regular physical initialization experiment, the first adaptive PI experiment (> 8:2 mm/12 hr), and the second adaptive PI experiment (> 5:1 mm/12 hr), respectively. In addition, it is worthwhile to examine the rainfall forecast skill only over the adaptive regions. Figure 7 shows the forecast skill over the adaptive regions with standard deviation greater than 8.2 mm/12 hr (the solid boxes in Fig. 3) . No area averaging was applied. Compared to the regular PI and NMI experiments, the adaptive PI experiment shows a notably improved forecast skill for days 2 and 3 (70% and 22% higher than the regular PI, respectively), which partially contributed to the improvement, even in the global forecast skill (Fig. 5) . The correlation of the adaptive PI experiment exceeds 0.6 over the adaptive regions by day 3. It is evident from this figure that except for day one, the main improvement in skill is due to the adaptive use of the PI, and not the regular PI. The PI outside the adaptive regions (i.e., small initial state uncertainty regions) may introduce other initial state errors and have a probability of deteriorating the rainfall forecast. Accordingly, we suggest that with our current NWP model and data assimilation scheme, a better improvement in the 3 day precipitation forecast was obtained by upgrading the initial state through PI only over the areas, which are sensitive to the initial condition uncertainty. The second adaptive PI (> 5:1 mm/12 hr, see Fig. 4 (c) ) experiment results in a rainfall forecast skill which is a little bit smaller than, or similar to, that from the first adaptive PI (> 8:2 mm/12 hr, see Fig. 4 (b) ). Fig. 8 shows the spatial distributions of 3-day predicted rainfall over the area (the central Pacific), where the biggest forecast error variance was identified due to a developing tropical storm (see Fig. 3 ). As indicated previously (Fig. 7) , the best rainfall forecast is made by the adaptive PI experiment in terms of both the intensity and pattern.
6.2 Dec. 26-Dec. 29, 1997 case One more case study is performed to check the validity of the proposed adaptive PI. Following the exact same procedure as before, twenty-five 12-hour rainfall predictions are used to map the forecast error variance (Fig. 9) . In this case, only one adaptive PI experiment is carried out. Eight adaptive boxes are chosen over areas, where the rainfall standard deviation is greater than 5.1 mm/12 hr. As mentioned previously, these boxed regions are very sensitive to initial condition uncertainty.
Three numerical experiments are carried out as in the previous case. Those are the NMI, regular PI, and adaptive PI experiments. Al- though overall forecast skills are a bit lower than the previous case, the results of this case are closely comparable to the previous one. The adaptive PI plays the same role as before, i.e., it gives a better skill for days 2 and 3. The adaptive region forecast skill for this case is shown in Fig. 10 .
Concluding remarks
An algorithm was proposed in this study that identify adaptive regions in terms of large forecast error variances of precipitation using the EOF-based ensemble perturbation method, and make use of the PI to adaptively assimilate the TRMM rainfall into the initial analysis which may reduce the impact of initial state uncertainty. With this suggested algorithm, we tried to assess and improve the short-range tropical rainfall forecasts under the perfect model assumption. It is necessary to make an assumption of the perfect model to make sure that all of the forecast errors come solely from the initial analysis errors. The basic idea of this approach of ensemble forecasting is that barring errors in model formulation, and assuming the forecasts are independent, equally likely, and span all possible solutions, the forecast probability of an event is equal to the fraction of the forecasts predicting the event among all forecasts considered. The focus on perturbed initial conditions is consistent with the notion that analysis uncertainty is more important than model error in the medium range (Dalcher and Kalnay 1987; Reynolds et al. 1994 ). However, model differences can also affect medium-range forecasts. Until recently, no account was taken in the ensemble prediction system of the possible effect of model error during the forecast. As a step towards the representation of model uncertainty in the ensemble forecasting, there exists a simple stochastic parameterization of random errors associated with the diabatic processes in the model (Buizza et al. 1999 ).
The following strategy was used to identify areas where the error growth led to tropical rainfall forecast errors, i.e., sensitive regions to initial state uncertainty. Based on the EOFbased perturbation method, twenty-five initial ensemble members were first generated at the T106 resolution. From these initial states, twenty-five 12-hour forecasts were carried out to produce global tropical rainfall fields. The rainfall forecast error variance against the control forecast was then calculated and mapped over the global tropics (30 S to 30 N). Approximately five to ten boxes were drawn to encompass rainfall standard deviations greater than given threshold values. These boxes were regarded as regions where adaptive observations are needed.
The TRMM/TMI-derived rain rates supplemented by SSM/I (as adaptive resources) were then assimilated into the initial state only over the adaptive (boxed) regions via the PI at the T170 resolution. Several 3-day forecast experiments were performed from these adaptively updated initial states, as well as the initial states subjected to the NMI and regular PI. Under the assumption of a perfect model, we must evaluate the assimilated initial conditions in order to deal with the forecast error. The ECMWF analysis (based on the 4DVAR), which is usually considered as one of the best reliable analyses, was employed in this paper. The adaptive assimilation using the PI implies that the observed rain rates (as supplementary observations) are only incorporated into the initial state over the areas where the precipitation forecast exhibits large forecast error variance due to the initial state uncertainties (not due to the imperfect model). Those areas require more information to reduce the initial uncertainties.
From the experiments performed in this study, the following results were obtained:
. the regular PI experiment showed the best skill up to day one in both case studies;
. the adaptive PI experiment did, however, produce a bit better skill for days 2 and 3 over the global tropics;
. the above result indicated that the adaptively upgraded initial state might have a lagged positive influence on the rainfall forecast skill;
. even if the inserted data are accurate in the application of PI, it is suggested that with our current NWP model and data assimilation scheme, the regular PI would result in an excessive adjustment (by strong contraints) of the original analysis outside adaptive areas; therefore, the initial state errors could be better remedied with the adaptive use of the PI than with the regular PI at present;
. it was partially confirmed that by going to a very high resolution model and averaging the results, the rainfall forecast can be improved by reducing the phase shift errors (one of the main reasons for the low precipitation predictability). Further intensive studies are still required in this topic.
Our results can be summarized in a sentence: a better way to improve the precipitation predictability may be to use an initial state updated by the PI method only over the adaptive areas identified by an ensemble technique.
Although two case studies were examined in this paper, the proposed method provides, we believe, at least a milestone how to reduce the initial state uncertainties and possibly contribute to the forecast. A more systematic examination is required to make sure of the statistical significance of the results of this study. It must be mentioned that the proposed algorithm in this paper can be used in many applications to other variables or by modifying the combination method used among the ensemble technique, adaptive observations and initialization.
As a final comment, an increase in the number of sufficiently accurate observations never degrades short-to medium-range forecasts under an assumption of a perfect data assimilation, and forecast system. In this sense, the superiority of the adaptive use must be attributed to the observation error, model error or PI error. Future work is expected to identify the true reason among them.
